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Little, Brown Book Group, United Kingdom, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 196 x 126 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book. Beatrix Potter wove one of her most malicious tales around the roly-poly pudding. Colette counted the nuts she would pick before falling asleep in the French countryside. Dorothy Wordsworth noted her pie-making sessions in her diary and Anne Frank observed the eating habits of her companions in hiding. Food is a constant in our lives, and it has always been a basic ingredient of women’s writing - in household books, cookbooks, diaries, letters and fiction. In this, the first anthology to concentrate on international food writing by women, you can go on a picnic with Monica Ali, learn about Frida Kahlo’s wedding feast and indulge your appetites with Edwidge Danticat and Barbara Pym. Try making Elisabeth Luard’s Afghan Betrothal Custard, Martha Washington’s marzipan birds or Nigella Lawson’s favourite comfort food. And why not sneak into the literary kitchens of Banana Yoshimoto, Emily Bronte and Angela Carter? Something’s cooking.

Reviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is actually written in basic phrases and never difficult to understand. I found out this book from my dad and I advised this publication to find out.
-- Miss Camila Schuppe III

This book may be worth buying. I have read and I am confident that I am going to planning to go through once more once again in the future. It’s been written in an exceptionally easy way and it is simply soon after I finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, modify the way I believe.
-- Faye Shanahan
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  EURO KIDS. Paper Back. Book Condition: New. Please note: We do not ship to PO Boxes, please provide us with your complete delivery address.
Food is a constant in our lives, and it has always been a basic ingredient of women's writing in household books, cookbooks, diaries, letters, and fiction. In this anthology concentrating on international food writing by women, indulge your appetite with such diverse writers as Edwidge Danticat, Barbara Pym, and J. K. Rowling. Try making Elisabeth Luard's Afghan Betrothal Custard, Martha Washington's marzipan birds, or Nigella Lawson's favorite comfort food. And why not sneak into the literary kitchens of Banana Yoshimoto, Emily Bronte, and Angela Carter? Product IDenti The Joy of Eating book. Read 5 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Beatrix Potter wove one of her most malicious tales around the role... With this book I enjoyed two of my great pleasures? Reading and learning about the history of food. Incredible research has gone into this book. flag Like · see review. Ryan rated it it was amazing Jun 07, 2012. Anna Margaret Greene rated it really liked it Sep 29, 2013. Paul Forster rated it really liked it Oct 13, 2019. Haley Sexton rated it it was ok Apr 26, 2020. Sampling this banquet of all-female food writing â€” the sorority is justified by the editor on rather curious grounds, "in the most basic sense, women are food for their offspring" â€” the reader may be surprised to discover a meagre serving from the stars of literary gastronomy. Jane Grigson, Alice B. Toklas, Alice Waters and Elizabeth David are represented by a single dollop, though the latter's contribution is one of her wisest paragraphs: "If I had my way, my Christmas Day eating and drinking would consist of a smoked salmon sandwich and a glass of champagne on a tray i
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A richly imaginative anthology of the best writing about food from women around the world and throughout history. Includes well-known and surprising names: Elizabeth David, J.K. Rowling, Claudia Roden and more. Beatrix Potter wove one of her most malicious tales around the roly-poly pudding. Colette counted the nuts she would pick before falling asleep in the French countryside. Dorothy Wordsworth noted her pie-making sessions in her diary and Anne Frank observed the eating habits of her companions in hiding. Food is a constant in our lives, and it has always been a basic ingredient of women's writing - in household books, cookbooks, diaries, letters and fiction. In this, the first anthology to concentrate on international food writing by women, you can go on a picnic with Monica Find the complete The Virago Book series listed in order. Great deals on one book or all books in the series. Free US shipping on orders over $10. Related Series: The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror, Virago Fairy Tales. by multiple authors includes books The Virago Book of Ghost Stories: The Twentieth Century, The Virago Book of Birth Poetry, The Virago Book of Grandmothers: An Autobiographical Anthology, and several more. See the complete The Virago Book series book list in order, box sets or omnibus editions, and companion titles. 25 Books. The Virago Book of Ghost Stories: The Twentieth Century. Richard Dalby. Out of Stock. The Virago Book of Birth Poetry. Charlotte Otten. Out of Stock. Food -- Literary collections, Food habits -- Literary collections. Publisher. London : Virago. Collection. inlibrary; printdisabled; internetarchivebooks.